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W

hen Mother Nature is at its worst, human nature is at its best as proven by the citizens of Houston, Florida
and Puerto Rico in the response to their fellow man and their dire needs. Dramatic events in our environment bring us together. In healthcare, we find that joining our resources make the action items more manageable
and can enhance our ability to address and monitor the net affects; both are key to success in solving the issues.

HFMA is a resourceful organization that assists me in understanding what industry issues are likely to impact the
team and more importantly the finance work efforts. It allows us to network with other finance individuals who are
experiencing similar challenges. Recently, the November HFMA MA-RI CFO meeting at the Omni Parker House
in Boston provided expert panel discussions that offered timely insight into the recent tax changes impacting the
not-for-profit hospital industry and the need to expedite our bond financing before the close of the calendar year. Having timely access
to the experts is valuable and a necessity to remain competitive and more importantly financially viable in order to maintain a positive
operating margin.
This recent event also provided a new avenue to work with the HFMA national office. This was a new and innovative approach using our
respective resources to provide an outstanding educational event.
Healthcare delivery is a highly regulated industry with many complex variables that impact operations throughout all phases of care
delivery. The HFMA MA-RI officers, board of directors, and committee members along with the valuable support of the administrative
office, CAMI, are instrumental in delivering high quality educational and networking events. Their innovative ideas, energy and overall
collective desire to bring together a high level of educational events is inspiring.
At the December HFMA MA-RI Annual Compliance meeting, the focus was on risk analysis, keys to risk management, and planning for
risks. All daunting and complex tasks.
Currently, the organization that I work for, UMass Memorial Health System (UMMHC), is implementing the Epic health record system and
it is truly a major team effort. The purpose of this is multifold both clinically and financially. Overall the healthcare industry is in an era of
major capital spending in order to keep pace with the metrics needed to understand where we are headed. Data points, such as defining
value based metrics for reporting into such programs as the Medicare Shared Savings Program (MSSP) and the Medicare Access and
CHIP Reauthorization Act of 2015 (MACRA) are essential. In finance at UMMHC, we are constructing a “best practice” model utilizing
strategic planning business partners who have in-depth knowledge of their service line operations and cost center budgets, in partnership with the charge master staff who understand billing and coding, the clinic mangers who best understand the day-to-day operations
and efficient patient throughput, and the senior directors who can best align the clinical resources for review of the daily billing charges.
This “swat team” is a “boots on the ground” approach in the data analytics, with the end goal of identifying charge oddities early in the
revenue cycle. Focus on the billing oddities, with the goal of finding issues early on to better ensure AR protection for the organization,
is critical. The roll out of the new EHR is to improve charge capture for the system; the hospital and the group practice at all sites. The
group legacy system was IDX and has been used since 1975, so the changes are enormous. The specificity of this new EHR system is
challenging, but necessary to move the organization forward to better care for our patients.
It is hard to define excellence, but when you witness it, you know it. It is like watching Yo-Yo Ma, the cellist, perform at Tanglewood on
a warm Sunday afternoon, believing that Tom Brady will lead his team to a super bowl win, or praying that a surgeon will perform lifesaving surgery on a trauma victim—all of these can inspire awe and respect. We live in the healthcare delivery world, and we know the
latter example and more importantly the desire to develop sound metrics to measure the financial well-being of our respective healthcare
institutions and to work effectively with the clinical leadership. Metrics are our GPS, and focus us on prevention and chronic disease
management, and better align us with the payers. That is our collective mission and reward—all the oars moving in the same direction
for the common good of the well-being for all.
Do your job and do it well—a very simple, but potent message.

Sincerely,

Rosemary Rotty, FHFMA
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IRS Revokes Hospital’s Tax-Exempt
Status, Shedding Light on Section
501(r) Compliance Concerns
By
Laura Kalick, JD, LLM

O

n August 4, 2017, the IRS released a letter,
dated February 14, 2017, revoking the taxexempt status of a hospital for noncompliance with section 501(r) of the Internal Revenue
Code (IRC or Code) (Revocation 201731014).
We do not know the identity of the hospital, and
to the best of our knowledge, this is the first IRS
revocation of a hospital due to noncompliance
with IRC 501(r). The details of this revocation
are somewhat unique in that the hospital whose
status was revoked is a so-called dual status hospital, i.e., the hospital is a government hospital that
had applied for 501(c)(3) status for benefits reasons in addition to exemption from income tax.
BDO has previously written about the focus of
the 2017 IRS Workplan that included, among
other items, emerging issues such as IRC 501(r),
and this revocation is a clear confirmation that
the IRS is implementing the Workplan, and
will likely continue to focus in on these issues.
The letter is a caution to tax-exempt hospitals
and all exempt organizations that the IRS is going to enforce rules in instances where there is
not complete compliance. Also, universities that
have academic medical centers must be particularly mindful of their hospital’s compliance with
section 501(r) because noncompliance could
jeopardize the exemption of the university itself.
In the ruling, the hospital’s exemption was revoked
because it failed to conduct a community health
needs assessment (CHNA), adopt an implementation strategy and make it widely available to the

Issue 1

public. The IRS found that the failures were not
minor, inadvertent or due to reasonable cause.
While the hospital can appeal the decision in court,
there’s a heavy penalty for noncompliance. If an organization fails to meet the CHNA requirements of
Sec. 501(r)(3), Sec. 4959 imposes a $50,000 excise
tax for any tax year for which there is such a failure.
This particular letter did not mention whether an
excise tax was imposed.

Background on Section 501(r)
Section 501(r) came into the law in 2010 as part
of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act
(P.L. 111- 148), also known as Obamacare. After
several years of hearings and many, many comments, the published Final Regulations were set
to take effect for tax years beginning after December 29, 2015. Seven years later, the IRS now has
at least 30 trained agents conducting related examinations. Finding evidence of noncompliance
is fairly easy because almost all the information
must be made widely available by putting it on a
website, meaning the agents only should surf the
web to spot potential issues. The trend towards increased scrutiny from the IRS seems to be growing,
and we have seen a significant number of hospitals
audited on section 501(r) in the past six months.
As we mentioned the hospital in question was a
“dual status” hospital. A dual status hospital is a
government hospital that would be exempt from
tax because of its relation to the government.
Forty or so years ago, many government hospi(continued on page 6)
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(IRS Revokes Hospital’s Tax-Exempt Status - continued from page 5)

tals applied for section 501(c)(3) status so they
could take advantage of offering certain pension
plans to their employees that were only available
to the employees of section 501(c)(3) organizations, and to make it easier to solicit charitable
contributions with the familiar 501(c)(3) status.

at times actually got in the way of their ability to be
involved in various Medicare reimbursement programs.” While this hospital might not place much
value on their tax-exempt status, many other organizations depend on their 501(c)(3) designation.
Sec. 501(r) provides that a tax-exempt hospital must:

The reality is that contributions to governmental
entities are tax deductible, and today there are
many more pension options for employees of government entities. The IRS letter said that “During
the audit, the organization’s administrators made it
clear that * * * had neither the will, the financial
resources, nor the staff to follow through with the
CHNA process required under § 1.501(r)-3 on a triannual basis. Consequently, * * *’s 20XX failure to
meet the requirements of § 1.501(r)-3 is considered
willful. Especially since the organization expressed
on several occasions that they did not need to be
exempt under IRC § 501(c)(3) and that this status

• Conduct a community health needs assessment at least once every three years and
adopt an implementation strategy to meet
the needs identified through the CHNA;
• Establish a written financial assistance policy
(FAP) and a written policy relating to emergency medical care;
• Not use gross charges and limit the amounts
charged for emergency or other medically
(continued on page 7)

PFM + Healthcare
When you partner with PFM, your focus can stay
where it should – on helping others
Advice for people transforming their world
pfm.com
PFM Financial Advisors LLC
Chris Doyle, Managing Director | doylec@pfm.com

BOSTON
99 Summer Street
Boston, MA 02110
617.330.6914

pfm.com

Financial Advisory | Asset Management | Consulting | Financial Modeling | Alternative Finance | Specialized Services
For important disclosure information please go to pfm.com/disclosures
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(IRS Revokes Hospital’s Tax-Exempt Status - continued from page 6)

necessary care provided to individuals eligible under the FAP to not more than the
amounts generally billed (AGB) to individuals who have insurance covering such care;
and
• Make reasonable efforts to determine whether an individual is FAP-eligible before engaging in extraordinary collection actions.
Before the implementation of section 501(r) the
requirements for hospital tax exemption were
compliance with the general section 501(c)(3)
rules, and compliance with the community benefit standard set forth in 1969 in Rev. Rul. 69545, which required an open medical staff, an
open emergency room, and acceptance of patients who had insurance, including Medicare.
Concerns were raised that tax-exempt hospitals
were essentially indistinguishable from for-profit

hospitals and that there should be stricter requirements—perhaps even a requirement that they provide a certain level of charity care to be considered
charitable. Also, there were no prohibitions on taxexempt hospitals charging uninsured patients gross
charges and then taking extraordinary collection
actions (ECAs) against individuals who could not
pay their bills. The resulting section 501(r) made
changes regarding ECAs, but did not impose a required level of charity care. Many believe that since
Obamacare has decreased the level of uninsured patients, the distinction between the tax-exempt hospital and the for-profit is now even more blurred.

What Tax-Exempt Hospitals
Need to Know
Hospitals must comply with myriad of regulations
imposed upon them by different agencies and
(continued on page 8)

For over 40 years we have set
the standard in health care law.
With over 60 lawyers focused exclusively on health care regulatory
and transactional matters, Ropes & Gray regularly advises health care clients
on cutting-edge issues with no established precedent.

ropesgray.com
Attorney Advertising ©2017 Ropes & Gray LLP
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programs, such as Medicare and Federal and state
government requirements. While many of these
requirements are similar in nature, there are usually some important, but subtle, differences. For
example, many states have required that a hospital
publish a community benefit report. However, the
requirements of these community benefit reports
differ from those of the CHNAs, and what is adequate for one may not be adequate for the other.
Therefore, if a hospital wants to maintain its section
501(c)(3) status it is imperative that it complies
with all the rules it’s subject to, especially IRS rules.
These rules also include the Financial Assistance
Policy (FAP) requirements that are quite specific.
For example, a hospital must list those physicians
and facilities that will provide services with FAP
discounts and those who will not. This list must
be updated periodically. The FAP must be on
the hospital’s website and must be publicized in a
manner to give reasonable notice to patients who

may qualify and contain information about billing and collection, charges to FAP patients, etc.
While this revocation was at the national level,
the exemption issue has also been raised by local
governments throughout the country as to whether
hospitals deserve property tax exemptions. Some
hospitals do make payments in lieu of taxes (PILOTS) to compensate for the use of the local services such as fire, police and other conveniences,
but many do not. And as states examine their fiscal
solvency, questions around tax exemptions could
grow more common and frequent at that level, as
well. According to an analysis of National Conference of State Legislatures data by POLITICO Pro,
nine states face a revenue shortfall in their current
fiscal year, and 27 states project budget shortfalls in
the current or next fiscal year or biennium.

Conclusion
Compliance with section 501(r) is mandatory and complicated. The bottom line is that
revocation is not an empty threat and the
IRS is serious about enforcement of section
501(r). All exempt organizations should take
a close look to determine if they’re compliant,
or they risk adverse tax consequences. ❏

About the Author
Ms. Kalick is a National Director,
Nonprofit Tax Consulting, with BDO.

Innovation. It matters to
audit, too.
Learn more at deloitte.com/us/ls-audit. Or
contact Mike O’Hara at miohara@deloitte.com
or Joanna Kroon at jkroon@deloitte.com.

This article originally appeared on the
BDO Knows Healthcare blog
(https://www.bdo.com/blogs/healthcare).

Copyright © 2017 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
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Welcome New Members!
The following members recently joined. We welcome you to the Chapter and encourage you to take advantage of the many professional development, networking and information resources available to you at HFMA.
Other HFMA members are a terrific resource for your everyday professional challenges – we encourage
all members, current and new, to get involved with HFMA committees and social activities. And… use the
Membership Directory – it’s a great resource! We value your membership, so please send us feedback or
questions on your HFMA experiences to admin@ma-ri-hfma.org.

New Massachusetts-Rhode Island Chapter Members
July 1, 2017 through November 30, 2017

Keary Allicon

Patricia A. Hayes

Joseph Patrick Royle

Lowell General Hospital

Trinity Health Of New England

Steward Health Care

Mardo M. Atoyan

Michelle Hickey

William J. Seda

HealthCare Analytics

Mercy Medical Center

RiverBend Medical Group, Inc.

Denise Bibiloni

Amy Krane

Daniel Serradas

Trinity Health Of New England Sisters of Providence Health System

eviCore Helathcare

South Shore Health System

Michael Bokuniewicz

Caroline Lacey

Jonathan Shaker

Holyoke Medical Center

CRCR, Massachusetts General
Hospital

New England Baptist Hospital

Kimberly Buser

Kim Lane

JHD Healthcare Partners

People’s United Bank

Shannon Healthcare
Communications

James Joseph Cataldo III

Stephanie Lavin

Angela Sherwin

Grant Thornton

Jonathan Chines
Reliant Medical Group

James A. Cleveland
Trinity Health New England

Amy Daley
FM Global

Dave Dewing
Advanced Patient Advocacy

Matt Disbrow
ACI Worldwide

Stephen Michael Duggan
Fellowship Health Resources, Inc.

Michael Duncan

Ben Lewallen
S&P Global

Ryan McGraw
Steward Health Care

Tawnya Menesale, CPA
Cape Cod Healthcare

Rebecca Milgram
GE Healthcare

Kathy O’Connor
Sister of Providence Health System

Diane W. Shannon, MD, MPH

Steward Health Care

Margot Snerson
Atrius

Scott Taylor
Baystate Health

Michela Veillette
Steward Healthcare

Kevin Vona, II
Harvard Medical Faculty Physicians
at BIDMC, Inc.

Ishelli Whyte

Community Intervention Services

Saint Francis Hospital and Medical
Center

Rani Patel

Sheryl Wild

Martin Osorio

Shields Healthcare Group

Sara E. Rau

Kendall Ford

Steward Health Care System LLC

EY

Rosa D. Rivera

Cecile Fragoso

Mercy Medical Center

St Francis Hospital & Medical Center

St Francis Hospital & Medical Center

Massachusetts - Rhode Island Chapter HFMA
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Managed Care Conference Recap
By:
Kimberly Carlozzi

O

n Friday, June 2, 2017, the MA-RI HFMA Managed Care Committee hosted its annual conference, “Aligning Strategies & Moving Forward: Innovations in Managed Care and Delivery
System Transformation” at the Four Points Sheraton
in Norwood, MA. Rosemary Rotty kicked off her tenure as President of the MA-RI chapter, welcoming the
participants and attendees. In addition,
co-chairs Karen Granoff and Kim Carlozzi
polled the audience regarding possible
alternative days for the conference for
future years, as Fridays in June can be
difficult for attendees—given graduations
and summer plans. As we plan for next
year’s conference, the co-chairs would
welcome your input on dates and venues.
In keeping with tradition, Alex Calcagno,
Director, Federal and Community Relations for the Massachusetts Medical

Society opened the conference with a Washington
perspective. The audience was eager to hear her
viewpoints, being “on the ground” with our elected
representatives in D.C. Uncertainly prevails, as many
approach the upcoming months with a “wait and see”
outlook.

(continued on page 11)

A full house for the Managed Care Conference.

Verrill Dana.
Very Focused.
We know when a 10 minute conversation
beats a 40 page legal memo.
In health care, you need clear, targeted
solutions from lawyers who know how
to weed out unnecessary details and
simplify the complex. At Verrill Dana,
that’s our focus.

verrilldana.com/healthcare
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Managed Care Conference
RecapE - (continued from page 10)
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Following Ms. Calcagno, Lauren Taylor, a health services
researcher and doctoral student at Harvard University engaged the audience with her discussion regarding social
determinants of health strategies. Ms. Taylor discussed
the current “American Health Care Paradox” related to the
high cost of health care in the U.S., accompanied by poorer outcomes (than other nations). Should our country be
allocating more money to social services, which impact
patients’ health/health outcomes, and if so, from where
would these dollars be derived?

Alexandra Calcagno and Lauren Taylor.

Cathy Ball, Alice Ehresman, RN and Jan Mayforth next
participated in a panel related to bundled payments. They
discussed how each of their organizations implemented
bundled payments and continue to manage them, successfully. Each panelist provided helpful insight to those
in our audience who are transitioning to this model of reimbursement.

We were fortunate enough to have Nancy Turnbull, Senior
Associate Dean for Professional Education at the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health moderate our final
panel once again. Ms. Turnbull’s panelists included Alexis Finkelberg Bortniker, Senior Counsel and Health Care
Lawyer at Foley & Lardner, LLP and Charles Buck, Partner,
McDermott Will & Emery LLP. Both attorneys provided
thoughtful commentary and recommendations related to
entering risk sharing models.
The day was concluded with several fun raffle prizes including two sets of Red Sox tickets, courtesy of PwC; gift
cards, courtesy of Health Leads; and a gift card to ONE
Bistro donated by the Four Points Sheraton. The CoChairs would like to extend our appreciation to the speakers, panelists and Committee members, who made the
day another success! As a reminder, the Managed Care
Committee puts on a number of webinars throughout the
year. Upcoming webinar’s can be found on the chapter’s
events calendar. We hope you can join us for an upcoming webinar and for next year’s conference!

Issue 1

Janice Henry and Steve Davis enjoying the conference.

Conference presenter Alejandro Reti and Managed Care
Committee Co-Chair Kimberly Carlozzi.
Photos courtesy of Tony Slabacheski, Regional Medical Waste

After a networking lunch, Dr. Alejandro Reti, Chief Medical Officer from Optum Analytics, discussed how Optum
Analytics’ provider solutions use big data and analytics
to create a blueprint for patient care. For the sports fans
in the audience, Dr. Reti compared the usage of healthrelated big data to that of Billy Beane’s use of baseball
statistics and metrics to recruit successful Oakland A’s
teams. Historical patient data may hold a key to “predicting” which conditions patients may have a propensity to
develop later in life.

Panel Moderator Nancy Turnbull with Elisabeth Adler.
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Understanding the Data
Life Cycle in Healthcare’s New
Era of Managed Care
By
Michael Levinger

I

n the world of new healthcare business models
– like the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid (CMS) Quality Payment Program (QPP)
- healthcare’s need for data – collecting, normalizing and reporting it – continues to increase.
This need sometimes overshadowing the most
important reason for the focus on the numbers:
Using the data to improve patient and population
health and to decrease the cost of healthcare. For

providers, the bottom line is their bottom line.
The shift has been slow from fee-for-service to
value-based care. But that is rapidly changing,
with revenue and income becoming more closely tied to quality outcomes – in short, healthier
patients, better quality. Fewer hospital readmissions, greater coordination of care among previ(continued on page 13)

ClaimAssist is a proven resource that leverages proprietary automated systems
together with a seasoned staff recruited directly from the insurance industry.
For complete details, please contact:
Michael Good, Vice President, National Business Development
@ 617.965.2000, Extension 2478, or mgood@ccsusa.com
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(Understanding the Data Life Cycle - continued from page 12)

ously disconnected providers, and the ability to
quantify the quality of care are of increasing importance.
There is a lot at stake. The Hospital Readmissions
Reduction Program (HRRP) is an example of a
program that has changed how hospitals manage
their patients. This program that emphasizes results is a good example of why healthcare teams
need reliable data and insights. For the 2017 fiscal
year, around half of the hospitals in the United
States were dinged with readmission penalties.
Those penalties resulted in hospitals losing an estimated $528 million for fiscal year 2017.
The key to achieving new financial incentives
(with red-ink consequences increasingly in play)
is data that is reliable, accurate and actionable.
Now, more than ever, it is crucial to understand
the data life cycle and how it affects healthcare
organizations. The learning curve is steep at times
if only because there is a veritable flood of data,

and it is coming from sources that are often siloed
or segregated.
There are seven primary stages to the data life cycle. Some of the stages are named or ordered differently in other published reports and research.
Primaris Healthcare Business Solutions lists the
data life cycle stages as:
• Find the data.
• Capture the data.
• Normalize the data.
• Aggregate the data.
• Report the data.
• Understand the data.
• Act upon the data.

Find the data.

Specializing in Providing Practice
Management and Physician Focused
Consultative Services to Physicians
and Hospital Executives
since 1984.

Services Include:
508.580.1670
www.hmamass.com

32
1 9 8 4
2 0 1 6

1342 Belmont St.
Suite 205
Brockton, MA 02301
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• Strategic Planning
• Revenue Optimization
• Financial Management
• Billing Audits
• Payment Reviews
• Customized Bookkeeping
• New Practice Development
• Office Operations
• Practice Assessment
• Data Analysis
• Marketplace Surveys

Where is it located? Paper charts? Electronic
health records (EHRs)? Claims Systems? Revenue Cycle Systems? And how many different
EHRs are used by providers - from radiology to
labs to primary care or specialists’ offices to others
providing care?
This step is even more crucial now as providers
locate the sources of data required for quality and
other reporting.

Capture the data.
Some data will be available electronically, some
can be acquired electronically, but some will require manual abstraction. If a provider, health
system or Accountable Care Organization (ACO)
outsources that important work, it is imperative
that the abstraction partner understand how to
get into each EHR or paper-recording system.
(continued on page 14)
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And there is structured and unstructured data. A
structured item in the EHR like a check box or
treatment/diagnosis code can be captured electronically, but a qualitative clinician note must
be abstracted manually. A patient presenting
with frequent headaches will have details noted
on a chart that might be digitally extracted, but
the clinician’s note, “Patient was tense due to job
situation,” requires manual retrieval.

Normalize the data.
Normalization ensures the data can be more than
a number or a note but meaningful data that can
form the basis for action. One simple example
of normalizing data is reconciling formats of the
data. For example, a reconciling a form that lists
patients’ last names first with a chart that lists the
patients’ first name first. Are we abstracting data
for “Doe, John O.” or “John O. Doe?” Different
EHR and other systems will have different ways

of recording that information. Normalization ensures that information is used in the same way.
The accuracy and reliability that results from normalization is of paramount importance.
Normalization makes the information unambiguous.

Aggregate the data.
This step is crucial for value-based care because it
consolidates the data from individual patients to
groups or pools of patients. For example, if there
is a pool of 100,000 lives, we can list ages, diagnosis, tests, clinical protocols and outcomes for each
patient.. Aggregating the data is necessary before
healthcare providers can analyze the overall impact and performance of the whole pool.
If a healthcare organization has quality and cost
responsibilities for a pool of patients, they must
(continued on page 15)

“You can’t separate the clinical and the financial – not anymore.”
People who know Healthcare, know BDO.

The BDO Center for Healthcare Excellence & Innovation
As the healthcare industry enters an era of unprecedented transformation, anticipating and understanding the future state model of healthcare is
more important than ever. From advising on complex joint ventures, to M&A services, to healthcare redesign, BDO’s multidisciplinary teams help
organizations plan for and implement the financial and clinical changes needed to transform their institutions — and thrive in the years to come.
Steve Doneski, 617-456-2449, sdoneski@bdo.com
Erik Lynch, 617-456-2446, elynch@bdo.com
Accountants | Consultants | Doctors
@BDOHealth

www.bdo.com/blogs/healthcare

www.bdo.com/healthcare

© 2017 BDO USA, LLP. All rights reserved.
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be able to closely identify the patients that will
affect the patient pool’s risks. Aggregation and
analyzing provides that opportunity.

Report the data.
Reporting of healthcare data is not new and it is
a growing need. Required reporting is becoming
more important with the focus on value-based
care through QPP, the Merit-based Incentive
Payment System (MIPS). Private payers are requiring quality and other reports as well. And the
number of registries that receive data for myriad
specialties continues to increase. Most Accountable Care Organizations (ACOs) and other large
group practices will need to use the CMS Web
Interface for MIPS reporting in the first quarter of
2018. The CMS Web Interface is similar to but
different from its predecessor, the Group Practice
Reporting Option (GPRO). There are five other
reporting options under MIPS, all of them differ-

GAIN CONFIDENCE

ent and with varying layers of complexity.
As a result, the work to report the data to both
CMS, private payers, and registries is becoming
increasingly complex. They require different formats, timing and often computations.

Understand the data.
What was effective? What is the clinical point
of view versus a dollars/cost point of view? How
are these two points of view reconciled to get the
“right” results? When Drug B is half the price but
equally as effective as Drug A, that is an example
of evidence-based medicine, which was the result
of the data life cycle.
When healthcare organizations and providers
have data they can understand, a root cause analysis is an ideal way to achieve sometimes conflict(continued on page 16)

KNOWLEDGE / TECHNOLOGY / STABILITY = RESULTS

BerryDunn puts its assurance, tax and consulting
know-how to work for you in a way that fits your
organization’s specific financial needs and strategic
goals. Our hospital finance experts will serve as your
dedicated partners—leveraging their industry knowledge
and sharing best practices to help you make informed
financial decisions and to confidently capitalize on
opportunities that support your mission.

Leaders in Revenue
Cycle Solutions
Since 1968
SERVICES PROVIDED:

Jeff Walla
CPA, FHFMA

jwalla@berrydunn.com

Connie Ouellette
CPA, FHFMA

couellette@berrydunn.com

FREE COST REPORTING WEBINAR! Gain insight into how cost
reporting drives hospital reimbursements. View the pre-recorded
event at: http://bit.ly/CostReporting.
Learn more at berrydunn.com or call 800.432.7202.
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ing goals of quality and cost– and move forward –
on solving deficiencies or other problems flagged
by the data.

Use the data.
There are other crucial facets of the data life cycle
that must be dealt with, including data maintenance and management and purging or destroying data in a way that is compliant with HIPAA.
But the most important function of data is using
it to improve clinical processes and outcomes, the
patient experience, and the financial bottom line.
Data that is accurate and reliable is not all that useful until it is actionable. How is the data being used
to manage quality of care and cost of care?

Conclusion.
The final stage in the cycle we have outlined is

Your Revenue Cycle partner
HBCS provides billing and follow-through services to
healthcare organizations exclusively. HBCS clients realize
significant increases in revenue, improved cash flow,
and improved patient satisfaction.

certainly the most important. The technology
and human capital needed to accomplish the
other aspects of the life cycle are extensive, and
expensive. But data gathering is a lost cause and,
really, an exercise in futility unless the flurry of
data and reporting activity leads to action. Again,
is your data actionable, and how are you using it
to improve patient health?
In the age of value-based healthcare, data is the
key that will allow providers to be financially successful in the future as payments become more
heavily based on value, and patients seek providers that meet their growing expectations. Managing this data through all elements of the data life
cycle therefore becomes essential. ❏

About the Author
Mr. Levinger is the Chief Operating Officer
of Primaris

EDI Claims Management mPower
Insurance Follow-ThroughmPower
Self-PayResolute360

Discover how HBCS solutions can:
• Increase billing accuracy
• Improve collections and cash flow
• Reduce accounts receivable days and bad debt write offs
• Reduce denials and optimize third party liability
reimbursement
• Increase self-pay collections with an enhanced patient
experience
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New to Healthcare Seminar Synopsis &
Video Presentations
By
Kate Stewart

On Friday, September 22, the MA-RI Chapter of HFMA held its annual New to Healthcare Seminar. The Seminar is geared toward
those new to the healthcare industry or those seeking additional
background in healthcare finance. This year, the Seminar was
held at Suffolk University Law School in downtown Boston for
the first time. Attendees and presenters enjoyed the new venue.

Lori Burgiel, Annamarie Monks, Gerald O'Neill and John Reardon
welcome attendees to the New to Healthcare conference.

For those who missed this year’s Seminar, the Chapter has re-

Presentations from Erik Lynch (BDO), Rosemary Sheehan (Part-

cently made the videos from the 2016 Seminar available. You

ners Healthcare System), Tim Hogan, JD, FHFMA, CHC (Boston

can view a preview of Tim Hogan’s compliance presentation

Children’s Hospital), and Bill Wyman, FHFMA (Lowell General Hos-

here and you can register to view all four sessions here. Videos

pital) covered a diverse set of topics from financial reporting to

are free for members and are $25 for non-members.

electronic health records.

Erik Lynch guiding attendees through healthcare
financial reporting.

Photos courtesy of Tony Slabacheski, Regional Medical Waste

Attendees enjoyed the new venue.

John Reardon, Gerald O'Neill, Rosemary Sheehan, Rosemary
Rotty, Erik W. Lynch, and Garrett Gillespie.

Issue 1

Conference speakers, organizers and attendees mingle at a
networking break.
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ACOs: A Tool to Manage
Healthcare Costs
By:
Rosemarie Day and Emily Eibl

T

he past year has been a tumultuous time
for healthcare. The stop and go effort of
repealing and replacing the Affordable
Care Act (ACA) has introduced a lot of uncertainty and instability into the healthcare industry. While the debate over repealing and replacing the ACA has resurfaced some deep divisions
between Democrats and Republicans in how they
think about the guiding principles of healthcare
and insurance, there is one concept that the po-

When you work with Phillips DiPisa, you work directly with
seasoned healthcare professionals. As your strategic business
partner and trusted advisor, we address your executive recruiting
needs fully and confidentially. Our 23 years of working exclusively
on healthcare and life sciences executive search allows us to hit
the ground running, offering an exceptional counsel and support
throughout the executive recruiting process.
With offices throughout the United States – Boston, Chicago,
Philadelphia, Atlanta and Los Angeles – Phillips DiPisa is known for
leading healthcare into the future by our growing base of clients
across the country, drawing on a national pool of candidates.
We encourage you to get to know us. Visit our website or call one
of our offices for a confidential conversation with a member of
our team.
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litical parties agree on but has been somewhat
overshadowed by the recent events: the growth
of healthcare costs needs to be reined in. Growth
in healthcare costs are largely driven by price
and volume of services, price and value of new
technologies, and demographics. One tool to help
decrease the growth rate is payment reform, and
specifically to focus on paying for value, not volume. One key mechanism of payment reform is
Accountable Care Organizations (ACOs).
While there is bipartisan consensus that there
needs to be a reduction in the growth of healthcare costs, the mechanisms and timeline to
achieve that goal are not always aligned across
the parties. Currently, we are getting mixed signals from the Trump administration about payment reform. For example, over the past several
months, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services delayed the start dates for four bundledpayment initiatives covering cardiac and orthopedic care.
While the current administration is sending
mixed signals about their support of payment reform, it is an area that deserves continued focus,
especially building on ACOs. ACOs are groups
of healthcare providers (doctors, hospitals, health
plans, etc.) who come together to provide coordinated high-quality care to patients, often using
alternatives to fee-for-service payments. The goal
of this coordinated care is to ensure that patients
are getting the right care, at the right time, while
avoiding unnecessary duplication of services and
providing quality care.
(continued on page 19)
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Results
ACOs have seen early success in reducing costs
and improving quality. Studies have demonstrated that commercial ACOs have lower expenses
per Medicare enrollee and slightly higher overall
quality scores.1 Many private ACOs effectively
use alternative incentives and payments, such as
full or partial capitation, bundled payments, and

performance-associated bonuses.
(continued on page 20)
ACOs Holding Commercial Contracts Are
Larger and More Efficient Than Noncommercial
ACOs [Internet]. The Commonwealth Fund. [cited 2016 October 4]. Available from: http://www.
commonwealthfund.org/publications/in-the-literature/2016/oct/acos-holding-commercial-contracts

1

One example of a successful ACO is Banner Health Network. Banner Health Network is
based in Phoenix, Arizona and is a Medicare ACO that has also formed accountable contracts
with private payers. These contracts span several groups, including Aetna, Cigna, Blue Cross
Blue Shield of Arizona, and United Healthcare. Banner operates 24 acute care hospitals in
seven states and has saved CMS more than $15 million.1 According to the Banner CEO, their
strategy is dominated by “Supporting beneficiaries when they were most at risk and in need of
medical advocacy— after a new diagnosis, following hospital discharge, or as a result of multiple
emergency department visits.”

8x5
horizontal

Moving from paper to electronic with our HealthLogic
revenue cycle solutions helps take the pain out of patient
payments. It’s how forward-thinking hospitals operate
more efficiently every day.
bofaml.com

General disclaimer for Bank of America Merrill Lynch, visit baml.com/disclaimer. ©2017 Bank of America Corporation. GBAM-103-AD ARHPBW6S
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ACO Growth Trends
The number of ACOs has grown dramatically
over the last 6 years. They grew from 61 in 2011
to 923 in the first quarter of 2017. They now cover over 32 million people.2

ACO’s By Payer Type
In 2017, there were 1,366 ACO contracts in
the country. Of the 1,366 contracts, commercial
contracts represented a majority of all contracts
(715 or 52%), and a majority of all covered lives
(59%). Medicare contracts represented 563 contracts (41%) and 29% of covered lives. Medicaid
accounted for 88 contracts (6%) and 12% of covered lives.3

Banner Health Network sees major gains in quality, returns significant shared savings in year two
of Medicare’s Pioneer ACO [Internet]. Banner
Health - www.BannerHealth.com. [cited 2014 Nov
19]. Available from: https://www.bannerhealthnetwork.com/about/banner-health-network-seesmajor-gains-in-quality-returns-significant-shared2
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Continued Expansion:
A Path Forward
The policy uncertainty at the federal level does
not have to stifle the continued expansion of
ACOs. The catalyst to launch ACOs can come
from outside the federal government through
states. For example, Massachusetts is in the process of setting up a Medicaid ACO program. This
new Medicaid ACO program hopes to create
better and more coordinated care. The program
strives to improve quality and member experience through integration across the full spectrum
of care, including medical care, behavioral health
and long-term services and supports (LTSS). The
program shifts incentives to hold providers accountable for quality and total cost of care for a
(continued on page 21)
savings-in-year-two-of-medicares-pioneer-aco
Growth of ACOs And Alternative Payment Models In 2017 [Internet]. Health Affairs. [cited 2017
June 28]. Available from: http://healthaffairs.org/
blog/2017/06/28/growth-of-acos-and-alternativepayment-models-in-2017/

3
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population of patients.
While states like Massachusetts are investing in
expanding ACOs, the catalyst to launch ACOs
doesn’t have to come from the government at all,
the private sector can embark on its own initia-

Issue 1

tives. The shift of volume to value is beneficial to
the public and private sectors. In order to continue to push this shift farther, there needs to be
more access to ACO options for consumers and
employees.
(continued on page 22)
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Within the commercial sector, an increasing number of employers are looking into using ACOs.
A survey from the National Business Group on
Health showed found that 3% of employers are
directly contracting with an ACO, 18% are promoting ACOs offered by health plans, and an
additional 26% are considering promoting or
contracting in 2019/2020.4 Employers that are
promoting the use of ACOs incentivize employees to choose the ACO by giving lower premiums,
larger contributions to health saving accounts,
free generic drugs, no-copays for primary care visits, and more.

Conclusion
ACOs help address direct drivers of cost growth,
like over-utilization, but also address less direct
drivers like social determinants of health and behavioral health comorbidities. By creating more
coordinated and integrated care in a risk contract

based environment, ACOs, if done correctly, can
reduce costs, improve quality, and help advance
the important shift from volume based care to
value based care. ❏

About the Authors
Rosemarie Day is the president of Day
Health Strategies, a consulting firm specializing in the implementation of health care
transformation initiatives. Emily Eibl is a
project associate at the organization.

Accountable Care Organizations [Internet].
National Business Group on Health. [cited 2017
August 7]. Available from: https://www.businessgrouphealth.org/topics/health-care-paymentdelivery/accountable-care-organizations/
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Annual Golf Outing at Granite Links

Photos courtesy of Tony Slabacheski, Regional Medical Waste

The Boston skyline greeted golfers at Granite Links.

Gerry O'Neill, Kathleen Maher, and Tom Zubricki ready to
enjoy a day on the links.

I

t was a great day for the annual HFMA MA-RI golf outing
on Monday, August 14 at the Granite Links Golf Course
in Quincy, MA. This beautiful course is an award-wining
private club that welcomes public visitors and overlooks
the city of Boston to the north, and the Harbor Islands to
the east. There was a strong turnout on the beautiful August day for this social event with approximately 140 golfers and a few others who were only there for the Clambake and the networking with new and old friends.
Golf started at 7:30 am and was a scramble or “best ball”
and for the non-golfer this means it is a team event, playing only from the best ball.
Congratulations to the teams that came in first and second
place:
• First place team consisted of Jay Gonsalves,
Peter Guresh, Kevin Dwyer and Kevin Blazer.

Marvin Berkowitz, Jennifer Samaras and Bill Wyman.

England summer favorites of steamed lobster, corn, and
clams – delicious! Many folks attended just for the clambake and the social networking event which added to the
lively environment, especially when the awards and raffle
gifts were handed out.
Many thanks to Beth O’Toole and Kathleen Maher for their
leadership in pulling together this event and of course for
the team of volunteers: Gerry Geary, Charles Messinger,
Deb Schoenthaler, Karen Hicks and Maureen Ruhl.
Special thanks go to Stephanie Moore for taking photographs of the players and their foursomes as they teed
off the picturesque tenth hole. Steve Aaron also came
equipped with his many cameras to take some fabulous
action shots and captured many of the special moments
of the event.
(pictures continued on page 24)

• Second place team winners were Justin Spencer,
Michael Monsegur, Kristen Ottariano,
Doug Costa.
Other awards were closest to the pin (won by Jon Watters
and Barbara Lynch) and the longest drives (going to Kristen
Ottariano and Paul Anderson).
The luncheon following the golf event included the New
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Photos courtesy of Tony Slabacheski, Regional Medical Waste

Annual Golf Outing at Granite Links

Congratulations
to Newly
Certified
Members!
The Massachusetts-Rhode Island Chapter of the
Healthcare Financial Management Association would
like to congratulate the following members on their
recent certification as Certified Healthcare Financial
Professionals:
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David J. Benoit, CHFP
Senior Financial Analyst
Partners Healthcare

Brendan Russell, CHFP
Director of Clinical Services
Massachusetts Eye And Ear

Colin Gibbons, CHFP
Consultant
PricewaterhouseCoopers
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Please congratulate the following members celebrating milestone anniversaries
in 2017. Their dedication to
HFMA, the MassachusettsRhode Island Chapter and
the industry is applauded!

massachusetts - rhode island chapter

Chapter Member
Anniversaries:
2017
Over 40 Years:

James E. Murphy

Mark J. Blass

Gerald F. O’Neill FHFMA

North Shore Health System

Robert Carriere CPA ABV CVA

Anthony P. Reis

Raymond J. Cisneros FHFMA, CPA

Elliot L. Schwartz

Paul E. Dona FHFMA

Anthony E. Slabacheski, Sr.

UMass Memorial Health Care, Inc.

Regional Medical Waste

Paul J. Donnellan

Sheila V. Souza

New England Baptist Hospital

SVS Professional Billing Srvcs

Joseph V. Elia FHFMA

Harold E. Steeves FHFMA

Robert J. Ellertsen FHFMA

Mark E. Toso CPA

Paul D. Finnegan FHFMA
Joseph A. Gagnon
Ursula M. Goerigk CLM
Mark A. Gronberg
Milton Hospital

David L. Hanson
Allen A. Krause CPA
Eugene J. McCue
Joseph P. McCue FHFMA, CPA
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Suffolk University

TriNet Healthcare Consultants

Paul A. Vielkind CPA
John O. Wilhelm, Jr. CPA
Emerson Hospital

John J. Zuba
Saint Vincent Hospital

Thomas A. Zubricki

30 Years:
Richard H. Carr CPA
Michael J. DiTerlizzi
UMass Memorial Health Care, Inc.
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Edward L. Dudley, III FHFMA
Catholic Medical Center Health
System

James W. Graves
UMASS Memorial Medical Center,
Inc.

Jeffrey L. Heidt Esq.
Verrill Dana LLP

Richard E. Jeffcote FHFMA
Virginia Q. Mui
Boston Children’s Hospital

Linda L. Puchalski FHFMA
Baystate Noble Hospital

John T. Randolph CPA
UMASS Memorial Health Care, Inc.

Stephen L. Saudek
Kaufman, Hall & Associates

Paul M. Shannon
Lahey Health

James A. Stewart
Mary Anne Thadeu
Partners Healthcare System, Inc.

Deborah J. Wilson CPA
Lawrence General Hospital

20 Years:
Michele N. Alexanian
Massachusetts Health Data
Consortium

Michael E. Conklin, Jr. CPA

John Greenwood

Cindy L. Charyulu

UMass Memorial Medical Group

Boston Medical Center

Nan M. Jones

Peter J. Coakley

MASS General Physicians Org

LogixHealth

Ann M. Kashmanian CPA

Dennis J. Donovan

University Medicine Foundation

Partners Healthcare System, Inc.

Todd A. Katzman

Ann E. Erwin

Boston Children’s Hospital

William D. Mahoney
Edelstein & Company LLP

Gordon G. Massey

MASS General Physicians Org/
BWPO

Thomas G. Gennis
Healthcare Financial, Inc.

Children’s Hospital Ophthalmology

Janet K. Gorman

Kevin G. McCadden

Linda J. Guerra, MBA

FTI Healthcare

Norma Mendilian
Boston MedFlight

Victor H. Oliveira
Cape Cod Healthcare, Inc.

Jack W. Orrock
Brigham & Women’s Hospital-DOA

Michael L. Reney

Wingate Healthcare Inc.

Francis X. Hopkins
University Pathologists, Llc

Kerry Johnson CPA
Edelstein & Company

Jae W. Lee
Massachusetts General Hospital

Mary A. MacIntosh

Beth Israel Deaconess
Hospital - Milton

Dana-Farber Cancer Institute

Rita Correale

Anna Jaques Hospital

Baystate Medical Practices

Norman S. Stachelek, Jr.

Christine Sherman

Partners Healthcare System, Inc.

Adrienne Daffner
Jeffrey P. Dion
Newton-Wellesley Hospital

Jennifer Edwards

Joseph M. Soldano

Cooley Dickinson PHO

Deborah K. Weymouth FACHE
HealthAlliance Hospital, Inc.

Kimberly A. Zeoli CPA

Jonathan Moss

Harvard Vanguard Medical
Associates -Atrius Health

Carman Yee
Tri-county Medical Associates

Deloitte & Touche LLP

Susan B. Zackon

Coastal Medical, Inc.

15 Years:

10 Years:

Lisa A. Finston

Kathleen M. Beriau FHFMA, CPA

Meghan Agnew

Christopher A. Ferraro MBA

Partners Healthcare System, Inc.

Charles R. Goheen
Harvard Pilgrim Health Care, Inc.
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Island Health Care

Christina Brown
Craneware

Harvard Medical Faculty Physicians

Mindy C Berman
Jones Long Lasalle
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Vincent DePierro
Change Healthcare

Ben Ekstrom
Carter Business Service, Inc.

Olaf Faeskorn
Lahey Health

Arleen Fallon, CHMC
Anesthesia Foundation

Christine S Freyermuth
PriicewaterhouseCoopers

Peter Gallitano
Gosnold Treatment Center

Garrett G. Gillespie
Boston Medical Center HealthNet
Plan

Karen Granoff
Massachusetts Hospital Assn

Patricia Hennessey
Partners Healthcare

Scott T Kosowicz
Franciscan Children’s

Todd Lowthers
Lower Merrimac Valley Physician
Hospital Organization

Elizabeth R. Almanzor

Kevin A Jourdain Esq

Hospital Association of Rhode Island

Saint Francis Healthcare Partners

Michael Baker CHFP, CSAF

Stephen D. Lothrop

Pentucket Medical Associates

Prism Healthcare LTD

Caryl A. Beison

Melissa McDonough

Hallmark Health PHO

Pv Kent & Associates

Randy Cook

Jonathan Menard

Boston Children’s Hospital

The ROI Companies

Ethan Crain

Rebecca L Miller

Integro Insurance Brokers

Atrius Health

Elisabeth L. Daley

John D. Muhlen

1199 SEIU

PwC

Julie DeSorgher

Mark L. Patti

ZurickDavis

Partners Healthcare

James P. Florio, Jr.

Alan E. Pontes

Rhode Island Hospital

Jessica Fyhr

Ryan McKinnon

Baystate Health, Inc.

Lahey Clinic

Matthew E. Gardner

Pamela A Poshefko

Huron Consulting Group

Strategic Marketplace Initiatve

Geraldine Geary

John M Redmond

Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center

Physicians’ Organization At Boston
Children’s Hospital

Michael Gelbwachs

Mary Remorenko

Kimberlee Girard

Partners Healthcare

Cathy Robinson
Compass Medical, P.C.

Jennifer Samaras
Patient Funding Alternatives

Julie Smythe CPA, CFE
Cape Cod Healthcare

Steven M. Toth
Mass General Physicians Org

5 Years:
Charles J. Agro
Centene
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Orbograph - An Orbotech Company
Logixhealth

Mitchell Glavin PhD
Stonehill College

Michael, Good
ClaimAssist

Joseph R. Guerci
Baystate Medical Practices

Adam Harbaugh CRCR, MBA
Massachusetts General Hospital

Robin Jackson
Logixhealth

Amy M. Joseph
Hooper Lundy & Bookman, P.C.

Steven Previte
Bank of America / Merrill Lynch

Robbie S Pruthi
Mount Sinai Health System

Frederick Romano
Health Management Associates, Inc.

Min Shu CHFP
Partner Healthcare System

Mark, Siegel
Parallon - RCPS

David C Tolley
Latham & Watkins LLP

Ellen A. Tracy
The Outsource Group

Bill Veronelli
Steward Health Care

Dustin Wesolowski
Hasbro Children’s Hospital

Jenny Yan
Partners Healthcare System Inc

Adrienne J. Zaleski
Edelstein & Company
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Pay Attention to Emergency Department
Processes that Have Large Financial Impacts

There is a greater than $100 payment difference between ED facility levels.
Facility Level
99283
99284
99285

Approximate Payment
$220
$360
$520

The accuracy of ED coding has a large financial impact.
LogixHealth provides expert coding and billing for top hospitals, emergency
departments and office-based practices nationwide. Located in Bedford, MA,
in a state-of-the-art facility, our staff of approximately 400 people process
more than 10 million patient visits annually.

8 Oak Park Drive, Bedford, MA 01730

phone: 781.280.1736

www.logixhealth.com

REGISTER TODAY

Championship Revenue Cycle:

Thursday, January 18 - Friday, January 19, 2018

Gillette Stadium, Foxborough, MA
VIEW THE FULL AGENDA & REGISTER ONLINE:

MA-RI-HFMA.ORG

2017 - 2018

Program & Special Event Schedule
Date

Event

Location

		

January 18 -19, 2018 Revenue Cycle Conference
Gillette Stadium
		
Foxborough, MA
			
March 9, 2018
Enterprise Performance
Four Points Sheraton
Management & Physician Practice Norwood, MA
Management Joint Meeting
			
April 13, 2018
Women’s Leadership Conference
JFK Library
			
		
Boston, MA
			
			
May 10, 2018
Chapter Awards Social
TBD
			
June 1, 2018
Managed Care Program
Four Points Sheraton
		
Norwood, MA

Coordinator(s)

			
Dennis Scott, Jenny Davies,
and James Jacobi
			
Roger Price, Krista Katsapetses,
and Gary Janko
			
Kimberly Buser, Beth O'Toole
Rosemary Rotty, Gail Schlesinger,
Lynn Wiatrowski, Deb Wilson,
and Roberta Zysman
			
Jen Samaras
			
Kimberly Carlozzi,
and Karen Granoff

Education/Program Administration Committee, Chair: Gar rett Gillespie, Esq., Boston Medical Center HealthNet Plan.

NOTE: Please keep in mind that the themes listed for the programs are general. The programs themselves address current issues pertaining to these themes.

